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Quality Products that Work for You…

Quality comes first at Stone. We’ve been making handcrafted products for livestock producers since 1932. Over the years we’ve learned a great deal about quality. You can see it in the meticulous detail and workmanship of our products, and you can feel it in the way they perform.

We know you’re only going to choose Stone products if they perform to your complete satisfaction. Above all, we understand that our products must not only make your job safer, easier and more effective, they must also add to your bottom line.

We value quality and performance just as much as you do. The best way to appreciate the true quality of a Stone product is to experience it for yourself. We take pride in making products that work for you.
**Stone Ratch-A-Pull**

**Double-Action Calf Puller... The Longest and Strongest Available**

- Variable side-to-side pull for maximum control and maneuverability.
- Provides straight, consistent pulling action.
- 77” solid steel rod provides long, continuous pull, eliminates need for re-attaching chains.
- Deep grooves on pole provide positive locking to prevent slippage of ratchet, and damage to pole.
- Heavy-duty, solid steel construction of pole and ratchet is strongest available.
- Pole threads together at midpoint for easy breakdown and assembly. Entire puller and breech spanner fits handily into canvas carry bag for easy portability, and secure storage. No lost parts!
- Smooth, precise craftsmanship in every detail.
- Precision hook design grips OB chain securely at any point to prevent slippage or slack. (Chain sold separately.)
- Ratchet is capable of 1,400 lbs. pull.
- Aluminum alloy breech spanner with washable web strap included with puller.

**Product # 33110** – Ratch-A-Pull with breech spanner & strap

Ratch-A-Pull Calf Puller with 1,400 lbs of pressure. Photo shows slight bend in pole. Pole returns to straight position when pressure is released.

**Product # 33125** – Ratch-A-Pull Kit with breech spanner & strap, Carry Bag, two 30” OB chains, cleaning brush, one OB hook and one 8 oz. bottle of OB lube

**Product # 33125 – Ratch-A-Pull Kit with breech spanner & strap, Carry Bag**
Calf Puller Accessories

Calf Puller Carry Bag

High quality canvas bag breathes. Nylon stitching prevents rot. Velcro pocket for accessories such as chains and OB lube. Velcro closure — no zippers to break. Easily carries Ratch-A-Pull, Stone Calf Puller or other models.

Product # 33108 – Calf Puller Carry Bag

Ratch-A-Pull Brush

• Slips over ends of pole.
• Stiff bristles reach all areas of the grooves.
• Also used to clean parts of the ratchet.

Product # 33120 – Ratch-A-Pull Brush

Calving Gauge

Attachable gauge shows exerted pressure when pulling a calf. Primary usage in pairs on Ratch-A-Pull or other double-action Pullers, or a single gauge for Stone Calf Puller or other single-action pullers. Color gradations from very safe (250–300 lbs.) to excessive pressure (over 400 lbs.). Universal bolt plates accommodate most units but may need modification.

Product # 33109 – Calving Gauge (pair)

Lightweight, Strong and Versatile Calf Puller

Stone Power Pull Calf Puller

Come-Along Type Calf Puller

• Power Pull has easily-sanitized, 9 ft. galvanized steel aircraft cable with special grab-hook, grips OB chain at any point. (OB chain sold separately.)
• Easily detachable Power Pull and chain allows alternate usages, or use without pole and spanner for convenience in stall calving.
• Sturdy aluminum alloy breech spanner includes washable web strap.
• Tough, nickel-plated, tubular steel pole is in two sections with slip-joint for easy assembly.
• Power Pull's 14-to-1 power ratio offers up to 1,500 lbs. pull with 50% overload factor — light in weight yet strong enough to stretch a fence.

Product # 33020 – Calf Puller, Complete
Product # 33010 – Calf Puller Attachment Kit, without Power Pull
Product # 33001 – Power Pull Only, with Chain

Stone One Man Calf Puller

The "Pocket-size" Puller

Stone’s one man calf puller gives herdsmen and veterinarians just the right amount of leverage in an easy-to-use manual puller. With a simple design for quick application, our one man puller lets you apply just the right amount of assistance for many calving situations. This nylon strap with hand holds is strong, easy to store, and fully washable. (Use without calf puller.)

Product # 10019 – One Man, Manual (pocket) Calf Puller
Obstetrical Supplies

**Obstetrical Chain**
- High quality, smooth, nickel plated steel, twisted link type.
- Strong! Tested to withstand a minimum of 1,200 lb. of pull.
- Long-lasting, easily sanitized.
- American made.
- Available in 30” and 60” lengths.

Product # 10005 – 30” OB Chain
Product # 10010 – 60” OB Chain

**Obstetrical Chain Hook**
- Easy-grip, heavy duty 1-piece cast iron construction.
- Sturdy, smooth, nickel plated.
- Grips chain at any point.
- Hook will not spring or let chain slip.

Product # 10015 – O.B. Hook

**Obstetrical Strap Hook**
- Steel rod, nickel plated.
- Welded steel handle for strength.

Product # 3015 – OB Hook

**Obstetrical Straps**
- Washable, synthetic (nylon or polyester) fiber web strap.

Product # 10008 – 30” OB Strap
Product # 10017 – Adjustable OB Strap

**Obstetrical Lube**
- Quality jelly lube for arm or glove in rectal and OB procedures. An aid in delivery at dry births. Excellent for use on stomach tubes, enema nozzles, catheters and OB instruments. Ideal lube for pregnancy checking and artificial insemination.

Product # 33122 – OB Lube, 8 oz. bottle
Product # 33124 – OB Lube, gallon

**Surgical Soap**
- Concentrated, multi-purpose soap. Old Franklin formula preferred by veterinarians. Useful as surgical cleanser, OB prep, skin cleansing, shampoo. Eliminates feces and urine odor.

Product # 10020 – Surgical Soap, pints, case of 12
Product # 10021 – Surgical Soap, gallons, case of 4
Calf Supplies

**Economy Calf Weaner**
- Screw adjuster for easy attachment and removal.
- Medium for calves 8-24 months of age.

Product # 33300 – Weaner-Plastic Body

**Calf Splint**
- Extremely durable.
- Can be cut to desired length.
- Fastens on without ordinary tapes. Should be kept on hand for emergencies.
- Even usable on large dogs.

Product # 33202 – Calf Splint 26"

**Crown Calf Weaners**
- Self-piercing, solid aluminum ring with stainless steel crown.

Product # 260 – Crown Calf Weaner (5/16" x 2-1/2"
Product # 264 – Crown Cow Weaner (3/8" x 3"

**Calf Weaners**
- Patented. Effectively controls sucking habit without discomfort. Easily installed and removed. Brightly plated, rust resistant. Prods are long enough to remind calf, short enough not to injure. Conforms to muzzle and shaped to prevent front and side approaches to udder. Will not interfere with grazing.

Product # 1055 – Calf Weaner (6 – 6-1/2" x 3"
Product # 1056 – Yearling Weaner (7-1/4 – 8” x 3-1/2"
Product # 1057 – Cow Weaner (7-1/2 – 8-1/2" x 3-3/4"

**Calf Saver**
- Respiratory tool helps revive barely live newborns with breathing difficulty or complete failure.

Lets user inflate lungs by blowing into mouthpiece. If lungs are functioning, will release air and draw in more; repeat until calf regains consciousness. Exclusive Non-Return Valve prevents reflux and inhaling noxious mucus and gases by operator. Proper length helps prevent blowing air into calf’s stomach.

Developed in cooperation with the School of Veterinary Science, Bristol, England; proven in field by veterinarians and herdsmen.

Product # 33200 – Calf Saver

**Calf Saver # 33200**
Cattle Products

Drenching Tips For Large and Small Animals

- Made of hardened anodized aluminum.
- Can be cleaned and steam sterilized, gas sterilized or boiled.
- Curved for reaching over tongue.
- Animals will not bite off tips.
- Fits appropriate sized disposable catheter syringe.

Product # 8755 – 12cc Bent Tip
Product # 8760 – 60cc Straight Tip
Product # 8765 – 60cc Bent Tip
Product # 8770 – 140cc Bent Tip

Cowlifter

Takes the trauma out of getting a downed cow back on her feet

- Heavy-duty, PVC sling strengthened with nylon webbing.
- Steel support poles.
- Mounts to either front, or rear-end tractor loader, or to block & tackle.
- Makes transporting a cow from field to barn easy.
- Can hold a cow comfortably 2-3 hours (or even longer) to permit circulation and movement to return to cow’s legs.
- Large udder cut-out prevents restricting udder and veins.
- Helps reduce the possibility of bruising or damaging nerve tissue.

Product # 35000 – Cowlifter

Securitex Strap

Allows all breeds of cattle to be conveniently restrained in order to:
- Give medical treatment
- Carry out an insemination
- Get a calf to suckle

The strap attaches to a post or pole, wraps around the animal, at the hock, and is secured to another post or pole.

Product # 870 – Securitex Strap

The Daisy-Lifter Cowsling

To lift and support sick or downed cows humanely and safely. The cowsling is a cradle device, which is designed for use with a tractor front-end loader or other similar lifting device.
- Heavy-duty, rip stop PVC, supported with adjustable nylon polyester web straps.
- Rust and corrosion resistant plated metal C-hooks.
- Leather covered web support pad.
- Easy to assemble and use.
- Stores in its own drawstring carry bag.

Product # 550 – The Daisy-Lifter Cowsling

Drenching Tips For Large and Small Animals

- Made of hardened anodized aluminum.
- Can be cleaned and steam sterilized, gas sterilized or boiled.
- Curved for reaching over tongue.
- Animals will not bite off tips.
- Fits appropriate sized disposable catheter syringe.

Product # 8755 – 12cc Bent Tip
Product # 8760 – 60cc Straight Tip
Product # 8765 – 60cc Bent Tip
Product # 8770 – 140cc Bent Tip

Cowlifter

Takes the trauma out of getting a downed cow back on her feet

- Heavy-duty, PVC sling strengthened with nylon webbing.
- Steel support poles.
- Mounts to either front, or rear-end tractor loader, or to block & tackle.
- Makes transporting a cow from field to barn easy.
- Can hold a cow comfortably 2-3 hours (or even longer) to permit circulation and movement to return to cow’s legs.
- Large udder cut-out prevents restricting udder and veins.
- Helps reduce the possibility of bruising or damaging nerve tissue.

Product # 35000 – Cowlifter

Securitex Strap

Allows all breeds of cattle to be conveniently restrained in order to:
- Give medical treatment
- Carry out an insemination
- Get a calf to suckle

The strap attaches to a post or pole, wraps around the animal, at the hock, and is secured to another post or pole.

Product # 870 – Securitex Strap

The Daisy-Lifter Cowsling

To lift and support sick or downed cows humanely and safely. The cowsling is a cradle device, which is designed for use with a tractor front-end loader or other similar lifting device.
- Heavy-duty, rip stop PVC, supported with adjustable nylon polyester web straps.
- Rust and corrosion resistant plated metal C-hooks.
- Leather covered web support pad.
- Easy to assemble and use.
- Stores in its own drawstring carry bag.

Product # 550 – The Daisy-Lifter Cowsling